THIRD ITEM ON THE AGENDA

Follow-up to consultations regarding social security instruments

1. At its last meeting in November 2001, the Working Party had before it a document summarizing the results of consultations with the constituents undertaken by the Office with regard to seven Conventions and three Recommendations on social security.¹

2. Due to the complexity of the subject, the Employer members wanted to have enough time to consider extensively the Office document and to analyse it, inter alia, in the light of the outcome of the general discussion on social security, which was held at the 89th Session (June 2001) of the Conference. The Working Party accepted this request and the examination of this question was therefore deferred to its present meeting.² It was decided that the document prepared by the Office in November 2001 would be reproduced without modification. It is appended hereto.

3. The Working Party is invited to examine the proposals contained in document GB.282/LILS/WP/PRS/3 (appended), paragraphs 344-350, and to present its recommendations to the Committee on Legal Issues and International Labour Standards.


Point for decision: Paragraph 3.

¹ GB.282/LILS/WP/PRS/3.
² GB.282/LILS/6.